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1.Introduction

Phone numbers are essential to everyday interactions with prospects and customers, and

correct and well formatted phone numbers are inconspicuous contributors to the efficiency of

these interactions. Invalid or inconsistent formats slow down workflows and result in

duplicated data. They may also cause issues if data is exchanged between platforms.

CheckMyNumber is a native Salesforce solution that optimizes the usage of phone numbers

within theplatform. It reduces the effort for entering and maintaining the phone numbers,

decreases the chances of human error, and ensures that dialing is a matter of a click.

This user guide contains a brief overview of the CheckMyNumber functionality, and provides

guidance for its configuration and further customization.

2.Overview

CheckMyNumber simplifies the process of handling phone numbers. It parses, validates,

and formats phone numbers associated with the system objects. The core functionality

comes pre-packaged, so you can enhance Salesforce with code without writing the code

itself.

The CheckMyNumber app is available on the AppExchange. The core functionality can be

configured within the Salesforce user interface without any developer assistance, but more

advanced features will require development knowledge.
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Core functionality

A no-code solution is available for the Account and Contact objects. It includes:

■ Parsing and validation of the user input in any phone-related fields.

■ Input conversion into a pre-defined format.

■ Automatic addition of the country/region code based on the default region selected

for the object.

■ Ready-to-dial display of the stored phone numbers.

To add the CheckMyNumber functionality to other objects, a trigger must be created by

Salesforce developers based on a template provided.

Customization from code

■ Validation for all Salesforce objects that have trigger support, including custom

objects.

■ Format selection at the object level (International, National, E.164, RFC3966).

■ Number type recognition (Fixed-line, Mobile, Toll-free, Premium Rate, Shared

Cost, VoIP, Personal Numbers, UAN, Pager, and Voicemail).

To get a better sense of the CheckMyNumber functionality, it is possible to set up a trial org

at the AppExchange page.

Note: CheckMyNumber uses the Locale of the Organisation as Default

Region for parsing phone numbers provided not in the international format.
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3.Configuration in Salesforce

This chapter provides information on configuration options available within CheckMyNumber.

There are 2 ways to configure the application:

1. Using Flows

2. Using Triggers

3.1. Validation using Flows

This option allows Salesforce administrators to easily setup validation & formatting of the

phone numbers declaratively from the Flows using a Flow action called “Format phone

numbers”.

Note: The Action doesn’t perform any DML operation on the record; it formats selected

phone fields and returns the record back.
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In order to add formatting, please take the following steps inside the flow:

1. Select Add Element

2. Select Action

3. Select “Format phone numbers” action
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4. Fill all input fields

a. Country Code - an ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 country code representation

b. Phone Number Format - configuration of how the number should be

formatted. Available options are:

i. INTERNATIONAL

ii. NATIONAL

iii. E164

iv. RFC3966

c. Record To Format - a reference to the actual record, which contains phone

numbers that require formatting

d. SObject Fields To Format - a comma separated list of API names of the

phone fields that require formatting

i. e.g. “Phone, CustomPhoneField__c”

e. SObject Name - an API name of the object

i. e.g. “Contact”
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CheckMyNumber provides an additional unmanaged extension package with flow templates

that shows how to use invocable action.

Link for Production:

https://login.salesforce.com/packaging/installPackage.apexp?p0=04tDn000000ppZM

Link for Sandbox:

https://test.salesforce.com/packaging/installPackage.apexp?p0=04tDn000000ppZM

Our package contains the following:
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● An example of a record-triggered flow on a Lead object that uses our invocable

action to validate & format the number

● An example of screen flow that formats numbers on an Account
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3.2. Validation using Triggers

This section offers a step-by-step walk-through for Trigger configuration. It uses the Account

Trigger as an example, but the same procedure applies to the Contact trigger configuration.

To configure a triggers:

1. Go to App Launcher and click the “CheckMyNumber” app.

2. When you are setting up triggers first, you would need to setup initial configuration

using the “INIT DEFAULT” button. Default configuration contains setup for Account

and Contact objects.
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3. To add validation for the new object, click “Add Configuration” button.

a. Select Object as shown on the picture and press “Add”.
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b. Select the fields from the object to validate and format.

c. Select the Country Code field

i. This field should contain an ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 country code

representation

d. Select the output format to use for formatting the numbers. Example formats:

i. INTERNATIONAL - e.g. +1 201-555-0123

ii. NATIONAL - e.g. (201) 555-0123

iii. E164 - e.g. +12015550123

iv. RFC3966 - e.g. tel:+1-201-555-0123
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4. Then create a new tigger and put this code template as shown below. This should be

done in a sandbox and deployed to production.

noltic_libphone.TriggerHandlerDispatcher.dispatch(
noltic_libphone.GenericTriggerHandler.Factory.class

);

a. Click Save.

Expected result: When a Salesforce user enters a phone number in an Account record, the

number is validated before the record is saved. The number is saved in the correct format

and associated with the specified country/region code. The Salesforce user can make

outbound calls by clicking the number.
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Note: The country code can be shown in the user interface or omitted, depending on

the selected phone format. In this example, the INTERNATIONAL format is applied, so

the country code is omitted.
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4. SDK

This chapter describes the main classes and methods that are available within our package.

4.1. PhoneNumberUtil

Namespace: noltic_libphone

Class: PhoneNumberUtil

Methods:

■ AsYouTypeFormatter getAsYouTypeFormatter(String regionCode) - gets an

AsYouTypeFormatter for the specific region. Returns an object, which can be used to

format phone numbers in the specific region "as you type".

■ Boolean canBeInternationallyDialled(PhoneNumber number) - returns true if the

number can be dialled from outside the region, or unknown. If the number can only be

dialled from within the region, returns false. Does not check the number is a valid

number.

■ String convertAlphaCharactersInNumber(String number) - converts all alpha

characters in a number to their respective digits on a keypad, but retains existing

formatting.

■ Integer extractCountryCode(StringBuilder fullnumber, StringBuilder

nationalNumber) - extracts country calling code from fullNumber, returns it and places

the remaining number in nationalNumber. It assumes that the leading plus sign or IDD

has already been removed. Returns 0 if fullNumber doesn't start with a valid country

calling code, and leaves nationalNumber unmodified.

■ String extractPossibleNumber(String number) - attempts to extract a possible

number from the string passed in. Returns the number, stripped of any

non-phone-number prefix (such as "Tel:") or an empty string if no character used to start

phone numbers (such as + or any digit) is found in the number.
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■ Iterable<PhoneNumberMatch> findNumbers(String text, String

defaultRegion) - finds numbers in the text. Returns an iterable over all numbers.

■ String format(PhoneNumber number, PhoneNumberFormat numberFormat) -

formats a phone number in the specified format using default rules. Returns the

formatted phone number.

■ String formatByPattern(PhoneNumber number, PhoneNumberFormat

numberFormat, List<NumberFormat> userDefinedFormats) - formats a phone

number in the specified format using client-defined formatting rules. Returns the

formatted phone number.

■ String formatInOriginalFormat(PhoneNumber number, String

regionCallingFrom) - formats a phone number using the original phone number

format that the number is parsed from. Returns the formatted phone number in its

original number format.

■ String formatNationalNumberWithCarrierCode(PhoneNumber number, String

carrierCode) - formats a phone number in national format for dialing using the carrier.

Returns the formatted phone number.

■ String formatNationalNumberWithPreferredCarrierCode(PhoneNumber number,

String carrierCode) - formats phone number in national format for dialing using the

carrier as specified in the preferredDomesticCarrierCode field of the PhoneNumber

object passed in. If that is missing, use the carrierCode passed in instead. If there is no

preferredDomesticCarrierCode and the carrierCode contains an empty string, return the

number in national format without any carrier code. An argument “carrierCode” is the

carrier selection code to be used, if none is found in the phone number itself.

■ String formatNumberForMobileDialing(PhoneNumber number, String

regionCallingFrom, Boolean withFormatting) - returns a number formatted in

such a way that it can be dialed from a mobile phone in a specific region. If the number

cannot be reached from the region (e.g. some countries block toll-free numbers from

being called outside of the country), the method returns an empty string. An argument
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“withFormatting” is whether the number should be returned with formatting symbols,

such as spaces and dashes.

■ String formatOutOfCountryCallingNumber(PhoneNumber number, String

regionCallingFrom) - formats a phone number for out-of-country dialing purposes. If

no regionCallingFrom is supplied, we format the number in its INTERNATIONAL format.

If the country calling code is the same as that of the region where the number is from,

then NATIONAL formatting will be applied. Returns the formatted phone number.

■ String formatOutOfCountryKeepingAlphaChars(PhoneNumber number, String

regionCallingFrom) - formats a phone number for out-of-country dialing purposes. If

the number was entered originally using alpha characters and this version of the number

is stored in raw_input, this representation of the number will be used rather than the digit

representation. Grouping information, as specified by characters such as "-" and " ", will

be retained. Returns the formatted phone number.

■ Integer getCountryCodeForRegion(String regionCode) - returns the country

calling code for a specific region.

■ String getCountryMobileToken(Integer countryCallingCode) - returns the

mobile token, as a string,  for the provided country calling code if it has one, otherwise

returns an empty string. A mobile token is a number inserted before the area code when

dialing a mobile number from that country from abroad.

■ PhoneNumber getExampleNumber(String regionCode) and PhoneNumber

getExampleNumberForType(String regionCode, PhoneNumberTypeEnum type) -

provide valid example numbers for all countries/regions, with the option of specifying

which type of example phone number is needed. Returns a valid number for the

specified region and type. Types are able to use: Fixed-line, Mobile, Toll-free, Premium

Rate, Shared Cost, VoIP, Personal Numbers, UAN, Pager, and Voicemail. Returns null

when the metadata does not contain such information, or the region 001 is passed in.

■ PhoneNumber getExampleNumberForNonGeoEntity(Integer countryCallingCode)

- gets a valid number for the specified country calling code for a non-geographical entity.

Returns a valid number for the non-geographical entity. Returns null when the metadata
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does not contain such information, or the country calling code passed in does not belong

to a non-geographical entity.

■ PhoneNumberUtil getInstance() - returns a PhoneNumberUtil instance to carry out

international phone number formatting, parsing, or validation. The instance is loaded

with all phone number metadata.

■ PhoneNumber getInvalidExampleNumber(String regionCode) - gets an invalid

number for the specified region. This is useful for unit-testing purposes, where you want

to test what will happen with an invalid number. Returns an invalid number for the

specified region. Returns null when an unsupported region or the region 001 (Earth) is

passed in.

■ Integer getLengthOfGeographicalAreaCode(PhoneNumber number) - gets the

length of the geographical area code from the PhoneNumber object passed in, so that

clients could use it to split a national significant number into geographical area code and

subscriber number. It works in such a way that the resultant subscriber number should

be diallable, at least on some devices.

■ Integer getLengthOfNationalDestinationCode(PhoneNumber number) - gets tthe

length of the national destination code (NDC) from the number object passed in, so that

clients could use it to split a national significant number into NDC and subscriber

number. The NDC of a phone number is normally the first group of digit(s) right after the

country calling code when the number is formatted in the international format, if there is

a subscriber number part that follows.

■ PhoneMetadata getMetadataForRegion(String regionCode) - returns the

metadata for the given region code or null if the region code is invalid or unknown.

■ PhoneMetadata getMetadataForNonGeographicalRegion(Integer

countryCallingCode) - returns the metadata for the given country calling code or null

if the country calling code is invalid or unknown.

■ String getNationalSignificantNumber(PhoneNumber number) - returns the

national significant number of a phone number. Note a national significant number

doesn't contain a national prefix or any formatting.
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■ String getNddPrefixForRegion(String regionCode, Boolean stripNonDigits)

- returns the national dialing prefix for a specific region. For example, this would be 1 for

the United States, and 0 for New Zealand. Set stripNonDigits to true to strip symbols like

"~" (which indicates a wait for a dialing tone) from the prefix returned. If no national

prefix is present, we return null. An argument “stripNonDigits” should be true to strip

non-digits from the national dialing prefix.

■ PhoneNumberTypeEnum getNumberType(PhoneNumber number) - gets the type of the

number based on the number itself; able to distinguish Fixed-line, Mobile, Toll-free,

Premium Rate, Shared Cost, VoIP, Personal Numbers, UAN, Pager, and Voicemail

(whenever feasible). Returns the type of the phone number, or UNKNOWN if it is invalid.

■ String getRegionCodeForCountryCode(Integer countryCallingCode) and

List<String> getRegionCodesForCountryCode(Integer countryCallingCode) -

returns the region code or list region codes that match the specific country calling code.

■ String getRegionCodeForNumber(PhoneNumber number) and String

getRegionCodeForNumberFromRegionList(PhoneNumber number, List<String>

regionCodes) - returns the region where a phone number is from. This could be used

for geocoding at the region level. Only guarantees correct results for valid, full numbers

(not short-codes, or invalid numbers).

■ Set<Integer> getSupportedCallingCodes() - returns an unordered set of  all

country calling codes the library has metadata for, covering both non-geographical

entities (global network calling codes) and those used for geographical entities. This

could be used to populate a drop-down box of country calling codes for a phone-number

widget, for instance.

■ Set<Integer> getSupportedGlobalNetworkCallingCodes() - returns an unordered

set of the country calling codes for every non-geographical entity the library supports.

■ Set<String> getSupportedRegions() - returns an unordered set of the two-letter

region codes for every geographical region the library supports.

■ Set<PhoneNumberTypeEnum> getSupportedTypesForNonGeoEntity(Integer

countryCallingCode) - returns an unordered set of the types for a country-code
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belonging to a non-geographical entity which the library has metadata for. Will not

include FIXED_LINE_OR_MOBILE (if numbers for this non-geographical entity could be

classified as FIXED_LINE_OR_MOBILE, both FIXED_LINE and MOBILE would be

present) and UNKNOWN. No types will be returned for country calling codes that do not

map to a known non-geographical entity.

■ Set<PhoneNumberTypeEnum> getSupportedTypesForRegion(String regionCode) -

returns an unordered set of the types for a given region which the library has metadata

for. Will not include FIXED_LINE_OR_MOBILE (if numbers in this region could be

classified as FIXED_LINE_OR_MOBILE, both FIXED_LINE and MOBILE would be

present) and UNKNOWN. No types will be returned for invalid or unknown region codes.

■ Boolean isAlphaNumber(String number) - checks if the number is a valid vanity

(alpha) number such as 800 MICROSOFT. A valid vanity number will start with at least 3

digits and will have three or more alpha characters. This does not do region-specific

checks - to work out if this number is actually valid for a region. Returns true if the

number is a valid vanity number.

■ Boolean isMobileNumberPortableRegion(String regionCode) - tests whether the

supplied region supports mobile number portability. Returns true if the supplied region

supports mobile number portability. Returns false for invalid, unknown or regions that

don't support mobile number portability.

■ Boolean isNANPACountry(String regionCode) - checks if this is a region under the

North American Numbering Plan Administration (NANPA). Returns true if regionCode is

one of the regions under NANPA.

■ Boolean isNumberGeographical(PhoneNumber number) and Boolean

isNumberGeographical(PhoneNumberTypeEnum type, Integer

countryCallingCode) - tests whether a phone number has a geographical association.

It checks if the number is  associated with a certain region in the country to which it

belongs. Note that this doesn't verify if the number is actually in use.

■ MatchType isNumberMatch(PhoneNumber firstNumber, PhoneNumber

secondNumber) - gets a confidence level on whether two numbers could be the same.
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Returns one of the match type: NOT_A_NUMBER, NO_MATCH,

SHORT_NSN_MATCH, NSN_MATCH, EXACT_MATCH.

■ Boolean isPossibleNumber(PhoneNumber number) - quickly guesses whether a

number is a possible phone number by using only the length information, much faster

than a full validation. Returns true if the number is possible.

■ ValidationResultEnum isPossibleNumberWithReason(PhoneNumber number) -

check whether a phone number is a possible number. It only checks the length of phone

numbers. In particular, it doesn't check starting digits of the number. Returns a

ValidationResult object which indicates whether the number is possible.

■ ValidationResultEnum isPossibleNumberForType(PhoneNumber number,

PhoneNumberTypeEnum type) - check whether the number is either a possible

fully-qualified number (containing the area code and country code), or the number could

be a possible local number (with a country code, but missing an area code). Local

numbers are considered possible if they could be possibly dialled in this format: if the

area code is needed for a call to connect, the number is not considered possible without

it. Types are able to use: Fixed-line, Mobile, Toll-free, Premium Rate, Shared Cost, VoIP,

Personal Numbers, UAN, Pager, and Voicemail. Returns true if the number is possible

for this particular type.

■ ValidationResultEnum isPossibleNumberForTypeWithReason(PhoneNumber

number, PhoneNumberTypeEnum type) - check whether a phone number is a possible

number of a particular type. For types that don't exist in a particular region, this will

return a result that isn't so useful; it is recommended that you use or respectively before

calling this method to determine whether you should call it for this number at all. An

argument “type” is the type we are interested in (Fixed-line, Mobile, Toll-free, Premium

Rate, Shared Cost, VoIP, Personal Numbers, UAN, Pager, and Voicemail). Returns a

ValidationResult object which indicates whether the number is possible.

■ Boolean isValidNumber(PhoneNumber number) - full validation of a phone number

for a region using length and prefix information.Tests whether a phone number matches

a valid pattern. Note this doesn't verify the number is actually in use, which is impossible

to tell by just looking at a number itself. It only verifies whether the parsed, canonicalized
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number is valid: not whether a particular series of digits entered by the user is diallable

from the region provided when parsing. Returns true if a valid phone number can be

successfully extracted.

■ Boolean isValidNumberForRegion(PhoneNumber number, String regionCode) -

tests whether a phone number is valid for a certain region. Note this doesn't verify the

number is actually in use, which is impossible to tell by just looking at a number itself. If

the country calling code is not the same as the country calling code for the region, this

immediately exits with false. After this, the specific number pattern rules for the region

are examined. This is useful for determining for example whether a particular number is

valid for Canada, rather than just a valid NANPA number. Returns a Boolean that

indicates whether the number is of a valid pattern.

■ Boolean isViablePhoneNumber(String number) - checks whether the string of

characters could possibly be a phone number at all (the string begins with at least 2

digits, ignoring any punctuation commonly found in phone numbers). Returns true if the

number could be a phone number of some sort, otherwise false.

■ Boolean maybeStripNationalPrefixAndCarrierCode(StringBuilder number,

PhoneMetadata metadata, StringBuilder carrierCode) - srips any national prefix

(such as 0, 1) present in the number provided. An argument “metadata” is the metadata

for the region that we think this number is from. Returns true if a national prefix or carrier

code (or both) could be extracted.

■ String normalizeDiallableCharsOnly(String number) - normalizes a string of

characters representing a phone number. This strips all characters which are not

dialable on a mobile phone keypad (including all non-ASCII digits). Returns the

normalized string version of the phone number.

■ StringBuilder normalizeDigits(String number, Boolean keepNonDigits) -

converts wide-ascii and Arabic-Indic numerals to European numerals, and strips

punctuation and alpha characters. Returns the normalized string version of the phone

number.

■ PhoneNumber parseAndKeepRawInput(String numberToParse, String

defaultRegion) - parses a string and returns it in proto buffer format. Returns a phone
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number proto buffer filled with the parsed number or exception if the string is not

considered to be a viable phone number or if no default region was supplied.

■ PhoneNumber parse(String numberToParse, String defaultRegion) - the most

important method of the library. Parses a string and returns it as a phone number in

proto buffer format. The method is quite lenient and looks for a number in the input text

(raw input) and does not check whether the string is definitely only a phone number. To

do this, it ignores punctuation and white-space, as well as any text before the number

(e.g. a leading "Tel: ") and trims the non-number bits. It will accept a number in any

format (E164, national, international etc), assuming it can be interpreted with the

defaultRegion supplied. It also attempts to convert any alpha characters into digits if it

thinks this is a vanity number of the type "1800 MICROSOFT". Returns: 1) Phone

number proto buffer filled with the parsed number; 2) Exception  if the string is not

considered to be a viable phone number (e.g. too few or too many digits) or if no default

region was supplied and the number is not in international format (does not start with +).

■ Boolean truncateTooLongNumber(PhoneNumber number) - attempts to extract a

valid number from a phone number that is too long to be valid, and resets the

PhoneNumber object passed in to that valid version. If no valid number could be

extracted, the PhoneNumber object passed in will not be modified. Returns true if a valid

phone number can be successfully extracted.

4.2. PhoneNumberToCarrierMapper

Namespace: noltic_libphone

Class: PhoneNumberToCarrierMapper

Methods (provide timezone information related to a phone number):

■ String getNameForValidNumber(PhoneNumber number, Locale languageCode) -

returns a carrier name for the given phone number, in the language provided. If no
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mapping is found an empty string is returned. An argument “languageCode” is two-letter

language code.

■ String getNameForNumber(PhoneNumber number, Locale languageCode) - gets

the name of the carrier for the given phone number, in the language provided, but

explicitly checks the validity of the number passed in. Returns a carrier name for the

given phone number, or empty string if the number passed in is invalid. An argument

“languageCode” is two-letter language code.

■ String getSafeDisplayName(PhoneNumber number, Locale languageCode) - gets

the name of the carrier for the given phone number only when it is 'safe' to display to

users. A carrier name is considered safe if the number is valid and for a region that

doesn't support mobile number portability. Returns a carrier name that is safe to display

to users, or the empty string. An argument “languageCode” is two-letter language code.

Note: PhoneNumberOfflineGeocoder and

PhoneNumberToTimeZonesMapper are available in premium plan only

4.3. PhoneNumberOfflineGeocoder

Namespace: noltic_libphone

Class: PhoneNumberOfflineGeocoder

Methods:

■ String getDescriptionForValidNumber(PhoneNumber number, Locale

languageCode) - and String getDescriptionForValidNumber(PhoneNumber

number, Locale languageCode, String userRegion) - returns a text description

for the given phone number, in the language provided. The description might consist

of the name of the country where the phone number is from, or the name of the

geographical area the phone number is from if more detailed information is available.

An argument “userRegion” is  the region code for a given user. This region will be

omitted from the description if the phone number comes from this region. It should be
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a two-letter upper-case CLDR region code. An argument “languageCode” is

two-letter language code.

■ String getDescriptionForNumber(PhoneNumber number, Locale

languageCode) and String getDescriptionForNumber(PhoneNumber number,

Locale languageCode, String userRegion) - returns a text description for the

given language code for the given phone number, or empty string if the number

passed in is invalid or could belong to multiple countries. An argument “userRegion”

is  the region code for a given user. This region will be omitted from the description if

the phone number comes from this region. It should be a two-letter upper-case CLDR

region code. An argument “languageCode” is two-letter language code.

■ PhoneNumberOfflineGeocoder getInstance() - gets an instance to carry out

international phone number geocoding.

4.4. PhoneNumberToTimeZonesMapper

Namespace: noltic_libphone

Class: PhoneNumberToTimeZonesMapper

Methods:

■ PhoneNumberToTimeZonesMapper getinstance() - returns

PhoneNumberToTimeZonesMapper instance.

■ List<String> getTimeZonesForGeographicalNumber(PhoneNumber number) -

returns a list of the corresponding time zones or a single element list with the default

unknown time zone if no other time zone was found or if the number was invalid. This

method assumes the validity of the number passed in has already been checked, and

that the number is geo-localizable. We consider fixed-line and mobile numbers possible

candidates for geo-localization.

■ List<String> getTimeZonesForNumber(PhoneNumber number) - returns a list of the

corresponding time zones or a single element list with the default  unknown time zone if
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no other time zone was found or if the number was invalid. This method explicitly checks

the validity of the number passed in.

■ String getUnknownTimeZone() - returns a String with the ICU unknown time zone.
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5.Examples

This chapter contains examples of the most use cases that illustrate how to use

CheckMyNumber.

5.1 Parse phone number

5.2 Validate phone number

5.3 Format phone number

5.4 Map phone numbers to original carriers

5.5 Map phone numbers to time zones

5.6 Get country code for parsed number

5.7 Validate number for Contact object from trigger
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5.1. Parse phone number

Let's say you have a string representing a phone number from Switzerland. This is how you

parse/normalize it into a PhoneNumber object:

/**

* swissNumberProto = PhoneNumber:[countryCode=41,

nationalNumber=446681800]

*/

String swissNumberStr = '044 668 18 00';

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberUtil phoneUtil =

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberUtil.getInstance();

try {

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumber swissNumberProto =

phoneUtil.parse(swissNumberStr, 'CH');

} catch (noltic_libphone.NumberParseException

e) {

System.debug('NumberParseException was thrown: ' + e);

}

It’s possible to parse the phone number without specifying the region, as long as the phone

number is provided in the international format starting with a ‘+’:

String nzNumberStr = '+41 044 668 18 00';

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberUtil phoneUtil =

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberUtil.getInstance();

try {

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumber swissNumberProto =

phoneUtil.parse(nzNumberStr, RegionCode.ZZ);

} catch (noltic_libphone.NumberParseException

e) {

System.debug('NumberParseException was thrown: ' + e);

}
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5.2. Validate phone number

Boolean isValid = phoneUtil.isValidNumber(swissNumberProto); // returns

true

Boolean isValid = phoneUtil.isValidNumberForRegion(swissNumberStr,

'CH'); // returns true since this number is valid for CH region

5.3. Format phone number

There are several formats supported by the formatting method. See the following examples.

// Produces "+41 44 668 18 00"

System.debug(phoneUtil.format(swissNumberProto,

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberUtil.PhoneNumberFormat.INTERNATIONAL));

// Produces "044 668 18 00"

System.debug(phoneUtil.format(swissNumberProto,

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberUtil.PhoneNumberFormat.NATIONAL));

// Produces "+41446681800"

System.debug(phoneUtil.format(swissNumberProto,

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberUtil.PhoneNumberFormat.E164));

You could also choose to format the number in the way it is dialed from another country:

// Produces "011 41 44 668 1800", the number when it is dialed in the

United States.

System.debug(phoneUtil.formatOutOfCountryCallingNumber(swissNumberProto,

'US'));
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5.4. Map phone numbers to original carriers

Caveat: We do not provide data about the current carrier of a phone number, only the

original carrier who is assigned the corresponding range.

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumber swissMobileNumber =

new

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumber().setCountryCode(41).setNationalNumber(79876

5432L);

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberToCarrierMapper carrierMapper =

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberToCarrierMapper.getInstance();

// Outputs "Swisscom"

System.debug(carrierMapper.getNameForNumber(swissMobileNumber,

noltic_libphone.Locale.ENGLISH));

5.5. Map phone numbers to time zones

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumber auNumber = new noltic_libphone

.PhoneNumber().setCountryCode(61).setNationalNumber(236618300L);

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberToTimeZonesMapper timezoneMapper =

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberToTimeZonesMapper.getInstance();

// Outputs "Australia/Sydney"

System.debug(

timezoneMapper.getTimeZonesForGeographicalNumber(auNumber)

);
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5.6. Get country code for parsed number

String nzNumberStr = '+41 044 668 18 00';

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberUtil phoneUtil =

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberUtil.getInstance();

try {

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumber swissNumberProto =

phoneUtil.parse(nzNumberStr, RegionCode.ZZ);

// Outputs "41"

System.debug(

swissNumberProto.getCountryCode()

);

// Outputs "CH"

System.debug(

phoneUtil.getRegionCodeForCountryCode(

swissNumberProto.getCountryCode()

)

);

} catch (noltic_libphone.NumberParseException

e) {

System.debug('NumberParseException was thrown: ' + e);

}
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5.7. Validate number for Contact object from trigger

trigger ContactTrigger on Contact (before insert, before update) {

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberUtil phoneUtil =

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberUtil.getInstance();

for (Contact contact : Trigger.new) {

try {

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumber numberProto =

phoneUtil.parse(contact.Phone, contact.MailingCountryCode);

if (!phoneUtil.isValid(numberProto)) {

contact.Phone.addError('The number you provided is

invalid');

} else {

contact.Phone = phoneUtil.format(numberProto,

noltic_libphone.PhoneNumberUtil.PhoneNumberFormat.E164);

}

} catch (noltic_libphone.NumberParseException e) {

contact.Phone.addError(e);

}

}

}
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6. Frequently Asked Questions

How do we set up the default region?

Default region is based on the “Default Locale” field on the “Company Information” page in

the Setup section.

Does this library make callouts (calls outside of Salesforce) to validate or parse phone
numbers, or for any other activities?

No, this is a 100% Salesforce native solution that doesn’t make calls outside Salesforce for

phone validation. Until version 1.7 we have used the PageReference.getContent() method to

retrieve data from files, which was a callout. We have since stopped using this method.

Does this library require coding skills?

The core functionality for Accounts and Contacts can be implemented by system

Administrators without coding. We provide a template for other objects. Also, it’s possible to

validate & format using the Flow.

Is this library integrated into default objects to parse/validate numbers?

Yes, we provide core functionality for Accounts and Contacts.

We would like to use the phone number validator for multiple objects. How can this be
done?

Use an example that we have created for Account & Contact objects to create similar

Triggers for other objects. Alternatively, you can create a Flow.

Do you offer ready solutions for Flow?

Yes, we offer ready solutions for Flow.
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7.Troubleshooting / reporting an issue

In case there are issues in using the product you can get support from one of Noltic’s

Salesforce experts. Contact us via checkmynumber@noltic.com.
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